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Qualifications: Master in Mechanical and Industrial 

engineering, Toolmaker, Auditor VDA 6.3/TS 16949/ 

ISO 9001, Chin. EHS, Perfect ProCalc (Product Costing), 

Perfect CalCard (Tool Costing), SAP (FI, CO & MM), 

Kingdee, MES/Andon, CAD (CATIA, UG, AUTOCAD), 

Carbon Green Card Certificate, Personality B.A.N.K. 

methodology for Sales increase.

Foreign languages: English, Chinese, Spanish, French

The CEO of GTEC, German nationality with China visa, born in May 8, 
1957, is an expert in business transformation in vehicle and machinery 
industry. As General Manager in business transformation, he is using a 
business development plan as a roadmap for continual growth and 
success, equipped with strategies in order to produce sustainable and 
realistic growth in the upcoming years.
Due to his extensive experience with international OEMs (BMW, GM) 
and suppliers, the manager is also an expert in lean and cost-effective 
production. 

His portfolio is completed by extensive sales expertise and in-depth 
knowledge of the Chinese market and the intercultural challenges 
typical of the country. 

With this combination of skills, the Business Transformation Director is 
the ideal choice to focus on the quality of goals instead of quantity, on 
the road to success and sustainable growth. 

The manager finds and uses the opportunities offered by the markets. 
For example, he uses Business process automation (BPA) to transfer 
busy work to machines and empower staff to flex their creativity and 
problem-solving skills. Process automation benefits for increasing 
operational efficiency, productivity and process visibility, tracking 
activities, and reducing costs. 
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Qualifications: Carbon Green Card Certificate
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Summary & experiences for tomorrow´s sucess1

Industries: Automotive (OEM, 

Tier1); electric vehicles (battery 

packs); electric/electronics 
(generators, electric motors, 

controllers); Environmental 

technologies (gas cleaning systems 

and packing); Mechanical 

engineering (CNC, metal melting and 

casting plants); Cutting carbide 

materials; textile industry 

(ceramic parts); LCD, PCB/PCBA

Companies: including 

Schaeffler Shanghai, Hella 

Shanghai, Siloking, Zapi-TZM 

Tianjin, RVT Kunshan, 

automotive supplier locking 

systems, Siebenburg, IIC, 

Atreus.

Compact presentation:

The manager has 

functional and managerial 

experience in several 

areas (see diagram) of the 

customers. That means, 

he also has a solution for 

their areas and projects. 

The Interim General Manager Business 
Transformation can look back on 40 years of 
industry experience. His mandates range from 
classic general management to executive 
consulting for transformations in the supply chain 
and in quality management. Since 2013 he has 
been working as a general manager and 
consultant in the automotive industry , 
mechanical engineering and environmental 
technology. 

In recent years, for example, the manager has 
transformed electric motor production to lean 
robotic process automation (RPA) at the Chinese 
subsidiary of an Italian OEM, introduced an MES 
system and a maintenance department and set up 
the supply chain - and thus improved the 
operating result by 300 thousand USD/month. 

As an purchasing manager, he reorganized the 
non-production area for a Tier 1 supplier and 
modernized the logistics area. 

In another mandate, as General Manager, he 
succeeded in restructuring the sales team within a 
very short time and in generating important large 
orders, with which the previously struggling 
company was able to pick up speed again.

Exactly with these examples and others, he is 
able to convince potential customers for his 
products and services, as he always can explain 
solutions for customers on own inhouse 
experiences.

Calculated based on 
years in work.
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Summary & experiences for tomorrow´s sucess1
About the ÍGM Business Transformation

As a mechanical and industrial engineer, he is an expert 
for management and consulting on business development 
of family-run SME suppliers in the automotive industry in 
China and Asia. 

For business development, he increases number of 
potential customers for the funnel and goes there together 
with sales team to negotiate and close contracts. He has 
gained experiences in automated material handling, 
robotic assembly and automation, end of line system 
testing, structure welding, painting and machining of 
components and systems. Due to his technical 
background, he immediately is able to propose solutions 
for them to increase the efficiency of their production in 
China (costs, quality, deadlines). He also contacts new 
suppliers for them and develops cost reduction strategies.

Furthermore, internally he runs business operation more 
efficiently, e.g.: marketing, finance, sales, product 
development, product, supply chain, customer service, IT.
The Business Transformation Director is a proven business 
development expert in the transformation of the industry 
in Asia with the areas of purchasing, toolmaking, supplier 
development, lean production, maintenance and logistics. 

With his knowledge in automation, sales and cost 
reduction methodology, he ensures that his customers 
become financially healthy in a short time. This is done 
with know-how, ability, ideas and experience, resulting in 
more profit growth and customer satisfaction in a short 
time. Financial advantage for customers: you save or win 
at least the amount you spend on it. You have him for 
free, so to speak. 

In addition, in China/Asia, the perceived security of the 
employees is elementary. Motivated people are the focus 

for him and are the basis of his financial success.

The probability that the customer will buy from him is 80%. What is his strategy in selling to close 
the deal? 
He always gets to the heart of his offers and the customer's investment, for example: 
❑ This is what the customer invests: X 
❑ That brings it to the customer: Y 
❑ Y > X 
His goal is always to win the customer. He says so straight to his face.
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Why we are the Best of our Class?1 The education and training activities

Languages 
German (native) English (fluent) Mandarin (HSK 3-4 
level, with writing, reading, speaking, listening) 
Spanish, French (basics)

My country experience in business: 
Western/Eastern Europe, GB, USA, Asia (China, 
Japan, Korea, Malaysia, India, Taiwan)

Education 
1973-1976 Toolmaker 
1979-1983 Dipl. Ing. Mech. Eng., REFA, Coburg 
1984-1989 Dipl. Ing. Industrial Engineering, Munich 
1993-2005 ISOTS 16949/ ISO 9001/ VDA6.3
2005-2013 Perfect ProCalc (Product Costing)/ 
Perfect Calcard (Tooling Costing) 
2014-2021 Digitalization, MES, AR. 
2014-2022 PUR, HR, FIN, IT, TPS, TPM, SC, MFG, 
ENG, BD, Sales & Marketing IT Skills MS Office SAP, 
Kingdee MES/Andon CAD (CATIA, UG, AUTOCAD)

Industry Competence/Expertise in 
Industries 
• Various Materials (metals, plastics, 
ceramics, glass, wood, etc) 
• OEM Automobile manufacturers (BMW; 
General Motors) 
• Tier1-4 automotive suppliers (exhaust 
systems, locking systems, 
electrics/electronics, windshield wipers, 
battery management BMS) 
• Electric motor construction/generators 
• Environmental technology 
• Textile industry 
• Electric and electronic components and 
products, e.g. LCD, PCB, PCBA, Power tools, 
• Battery Management System, Battery Packs 
• Mechanical Engineering, metal-cutting 
manufacturing, machining, toolmaking 
• Aluminum Die Casting, Plastic Injection, 
laser cutting, milling center, 
• Welding (plastic, metal) 
• Stamping, Assembly, Forging, 
• Machining Centers, Production lines, 
processing machines 
• Tool shops, Automation/Robots 
• MES/Andon, Digitalization Trading
• Heat sinks, cold plates
• Induction heating (oven, machines)

My special focus: 

• My credo: He who listens understands a lot. 

For example, you increase profits by

1) Sell without limits. I'll close the sack for 

you! Your concerns are the basis for my 

solutions. I lead your projects to success.

2) Although I come from an engineering 

background, I always work with people for 

people. Motivation is at the top, because 

those who are in a better mood are also 

better received and implement more. 

3) Reduction of costs. My latest book in 

Springer Publisher from my practical 

experience as an expert in cost 

management deals with practical methods 

for effective cost reduction in Asia on the 

way to profit growth (“effective cost 

cutting in Asia”)

▪ EBITDA-oriented cost reduction from 

purchasing to delivery

▪ Optimization of purchasing organization 

and purchasing processes

▪ Digital transformation in the supply chain 

to increase cost efficiency 

7
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Important milestones in the career 2
Experience:

Wakefield (US) 
Subsidiary Donggguan (South 
China)
IT, Automotive, Military, 
Machinery Sector

Interim General Manager Turnaround Heatsink & Coldplates
❑ Business development & marketing strategy
❑ Profit Growth strategy, increase profit
❑ Transformation and Turnaround
Cost reduction by downsizing company (engineering, production, office)
Strategy development for company growth
Reduction of personnel by 40%
Improvement of the operating result by 30%

6.2023- 1.2024

Details see project reports from page 11 (2018) to 
page 16 (2024),
And full accounts, memorandums and advices in 
following books/eBooks: 

English (eBook)

•Publisher: GTEC
•ISBN: ISBN 978-3-939366-72-0

German (softcover)

•Publisher: Diplomatic Council
•ASIN : B0BWS5HYQG
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Important milestones in the career 2
Experience:

ASCIRA (US) 
Startup company for online 
platforms in industry 
(Academy, Travel, Social 
Media, E-Commmerce)
TIER 1 (China), Shenyang
Automotive Antenna
TIER 2 (Spain), Suzhou 
Stamping parts for Automotive

Founder & Business Development Partner – Online Marketing Suzhou
Consultant Sales, Marketing, Business Development – Tier 1, Shenyang
Consultant of Sales in Product Price calculation – Tier 2, Suzhou 
❑ Business development & marketing strategy
❑ Profit Growth strategy, increase profit
❑ Transformation of sales strategy for winning more new customers 
Convincing company presentation for business partner recruiting, 
investment decision making, sales ordering. 
Strategy development for company growth

1.2022- 5.2023

OEM Tier 2 Automotive 
Suzhou China
Via Provider Atreus/EIM 
Germany/China

Interim General Manager Business Transformation Ceramics
❑ Development of new business areas
❑ Business process optimization
❑ Turn around of business of Industrial ceramics
Transform and develop the sales organization; Coordination of engineering 

and production. Visits and negotiations with customers, coaching and 

motivation of managers. 

Approx. 180 employees in China, 3470 employees worldwide. Total group 

turnover approx. 640 million euros

8.2021- 12.2021

OEM Tier 1 Automotive 
Shanghai China
Via Provider Hongkong

Executive Consultant Automotive Exhaust Systems
❑ Development & reorganization of purchasing 
❑ Advice to management and managers 
❑ Turn around of business for Exhaust systems 
Analysis of purchasing for Asia. Implementation of the solutions with the 
team from purchasing, production, sales, quality, development, finance, HR. 
Approx. 450 employees in China, 10,000 employees worldwide. Total group 
turnover approx. 4.9 billion euros.

2.2021- 8.2021

OEM BMW Automotive 
Beijing/Shenyang
Via Provider Korn 
Germany/Shanghai

Executive Consultant Automotive Hangzhou Batterypacks
❑ International project management
❑ Advice to management and managers 
❑ Turn around of business for elektromobility
Analysis of weaknesses in the organization of the supplier, suggestions for 

improvement in management, project, supplier and quality management. 

Presentation with timing of implementation. 

Approx. 5 employees in China, 100 employees worldwide. Total Korn group 

turnover approx. 87 million euros

11.2020- 12.2020

ABPInduction Shanghai
Via Provider Starkenburg 
Hongkong

Interim General Manager Business Transformation Heavy Machinery
❑ Transform business for new customer acquisition
❑ Restructuring by relocation management
❑ Turn around of B2B industrial induction technology
Discussions and negotiations with customers, conclusion of contracts and 

reporting; Establishment of lean production. Negotiations with landlords and 

local governments. 

Approx. 80 employees in China, 223 employees worldwide. Total group 

turnover approx. 87 million euros

4.2020- 11.2020

OEM Tier 1 HUF Automotive 
Shanghai China

Interim Purchasing Director Automotive Locking System
❑ Outsourcing and purchasing of control technology, tools 
❑ Indirect purchase of materials 
❑ Restructuring of logistics to get smaller footprints, reorganization
Building an effective purchasing for non-production material. Eliminate 

maverick purchasing and unprofitable warehousing and transportation. 

Negotiation with suppliers. Cost reduction and reporting. 

Approx. 400 employees in China, 7300 employees worldwide. Total group 

turnover approx. 1 billion euros

11.2019- 03.2020

1997 1995 

RVT Process Equipment  
Kunshan China

General Manager Business Transformation Chemistry/Environment
❑ Transformation to Customer retention
❑ Managing and restructuring of overal production and trading business
❑ Turn around of business for Gas scrubbers
Relocation, focus on deadline/quality/cost, capacity planning and profit 

growth 

Approx. 20 employees in China, 160 employees worldwide. Total group 

turnover approx. 30 million euros

7.2018- 10.2019
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Important milestones in the career 2

Zapi/Inmotion TZM 
Tianjin China
(Tianjin Zapi Motion, 
Sweden/ Italy)

General Manager Inmotion 
Generators/ Motors/ Controllers/ Inverters
❑ Managing HR, FIN, IT, PUR, ENG, production and trading business
❑ Restructuring of manufacturing and assembly of electric motors and 

generators
❑ Restructuring of manufacturing and assembly of controllers and inverters
Factory relocation, transformation of the company. Building a profitable 

business. Kaizen/CIP, suggestion system, TPS, Andon, MES, Asaichi Board, 

trouble shooting, workflow, root cause analysis 

Approx. 140 employees in China, 1200 employees worldwide. Total group 

turnover approx. 400 million euros

01.2014- 03.2018

Bosch Investment China
Bosch EV Suzhou
Expatriate contract

Purchasing Director/ Sales Project Director Battery 
Management System
❑ Turn around by Training of Trainers in technique and finance
❑ Transformation of supply chain to cost optimization
❑ Sourcing in Asia of all commodities
Training of buyers in Asia in cost structure analysis and negotiation 

with suppliers; Project management of battery management systems 

for BMW hybrid cars 

Approx. 100000 employees in Asia, 402,000 employees worldwide. 

Total group turnover approx. 79 billion euros

01.2008- 12.2013

Valeo Wischersysteme
BietighemanagerGermany/ 
France/ China
Expatriate contract

Manager Supplier Development
❑ Cost analysis
❑ Supplier management
❑ Cost optimization
Cost structure analysis with Perfect Calcard (parts) and Perfect 
Procalc (tools), negotiations with suppliers, improvement of costs, 
delivery dates and quality. Improvement in logistics, relocation of 
tools.
Approx. 15660 employees in China, 2019: 114700 employees 
worldwide. Total group turnover approx. 19.2 billion euros

01.2005- 12.2007

General Motors 
Ruesselshemanager(Germa
ny), Detroit (USA), 
Trollhättan (Sweden)

Quality Manager
❑ Audits ISO9001, TS16949
❑ Cost analysis
❑ Quality management
Leading and managing different groups: CAD/CAM, powertrain, 
quality management, cost reduction, PPAP/APQP strategy, 
implementation and improvement of processes in engineering, R&D, 
design, manufacturing, calculation of axle loads. 

Approx. 54500 employees in Europe, 157,000 employees worldwide. 
Total group turnover approx. 127 billion euros

12.1989- 12.2004

BMW Inc, Munich, 
Dingolfing (Germany)

Designer, Production planner
❑ CAD/CAM/CIM
❑ stamping & deep drawing parts
❑ Tooling and molds workshop
Change management, connection from design to toolmaking and 

press shop. Construction of progressive dies. For the first time 3D 

design of punching tools with data transfer to tool making. This 

results in considerable cost savings. 

Approx. 119000 employees worldwide. Total group turnover approx. 

111 billion euros

01.1984- 12.1989

Siemens Inc, Plant Redwitz 
(Germany)

Toolmaker Injection molding tools
❑ design and read complex drawings
❑ Machine operation
❑ Team work
Toolmaking for the automotive industry 

Approx. 400 employees in the Redwitz/Germany tool shop. 293000 

employees worldwide. Total group turnover approx. 55.3 billion euros

6.1973- 12. 1976
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INNOVATION 

NEW 

BUSINESS 

CUSTOMER 

EXPERIENCE 

Innovation ist ein wesentli-
cher Wachstumstreiber. Das 
gilt allerdings nur dann, 
wenn der Kunde von der In-
novation spürbar profitiert 
und einen Mehrwert für sich 
erkennt. Gelingt das nicht, 
ist Innovation reine 
Selbstbeschäftigung. 
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The manager has comprehensive 
TPS/TMS methodological skills and is very 
experienced in supplier management. In 
addition, he can successfully demonstrate 
his sales expertise and negotiating skills.

In addition to methodological security and 
diversity along the value chain, Business 
Transformation Directors are particularly 
characterized by their leadership 
qualities. With strong intercultural skills 
and authentic leadership at eye level, he 
succeeds in motivating the teams 
entrusted to him. 

He attaches particular importance to 
preparing teams and managers as a 
coach and mentor for the time after the 
mandate. The manager invests in 
continuous learning every day - and 
passes this knowledge on to the teams of 
his clients. In this way, he ensures the 
long-term success of his mandates.

The successful projects and their results3
Special focus: 

1) Growth, turn around and 

business development of 

industry in China and Asia 

(SMEs)

2) Transformation of Sales: 

Building powerful teams and 

structures

3) Cost reduction in purchasing, 

supply chain, logistics and 

production by outsourcing and 

more productive staff

4) ESG Managing and Consulting, 

focus carbon footprint 

calculation and reduction, 

certification and reporting

Agenda: 

1. GM Business Transformation 

for Turnaround & Profit 

Growth 2014-2018

2. GM for Business 

Development  2018-2019

3. IGM: Restructuring of 

Branch of US company in 

China 2020

4. IGM for for Business 

Transformation 2021

5. 2x Executive Consultancy for 

Business Transformation & 

Profit Growth 2022

6. IGM for Turnaround 2023-

2024
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Initial situation:

The ITALIAN client bought entire unprofitable business 

from an American company, located in China. For turn 

around, I realized following situation in the beginning:

1. Over capacity situation (lack of orders)
2. Undesirable customer satisfaction
3. Large proportion of raw material and WIP 

investment
4. Poor MCE (Manufacturing Cycle Effectiveness)
5. Batch production mode (insert coil process)
6. Too many quality issues
7. 5S insufficiency
8. Excessive overtime
9. Very low daily output quota 
10. Management is not on Gemba
11. High management attention (too much meeting 

and firefighting)
12. Low working morale 

What needed to be changed? 

If sales are fixed, in order to increase net profit, the only 
way is saving cost. I believed that the resource standing 
idle was a major waste.
But for a long time, resource utilization and efficiency 

has been the prime operational measurement in 

production.

I raised the question, "Why should the customer choose 

us?" It must be if we have customer-perceived value. 

Generally, customer-perceived value includes quality, 

price, technology, OTD and rapid delivery capability. 

So, can we obtain order or even increase them? We 

must meet one or more significant sustainable 

customers demand beyond competitors and it is difficult 

to achieve within a short period of time. This is called 

DCE (Decisive Competitive Edge). So, I needed to 

change the KPIs for sales and for production, and 

motivate staff to work for these goals.

1. General Manager Business Transformation for Turn 

Around and Profit Growth 2014-2018
The project in key words

❑ Initial situation
❑ What needed to be changed?
❑ Which new methods and processes did you 

placed in?
❑ Which improvements in performance did you 

achieve?

Topics: Business Development, Restructuring, Transformation

Department: CEO

Industry of the customer: Electric/Electronic Motion

Tags: Sales| Quality | Machines | Budget | Productivity | 

Purchasing | Suggestion system | lease contract | 

Manufacturing and Maintenance

- Production line productivity increase from 9.36 to 12.86 
pieces/operator/day (+38%)

- Flowability at generator line increased from 12.2 to 6.1 
days per part.

- Problem-solving workshops increased from 0 to 6 per 
year.

- Utilization ratio of machines increase from 84% to 
92.5%.

Sales and Finance

- Sales volume increased from 97 million RMB to 130.5 
million RMB (+30%)

- Operating profit increased from 56,000 to 2.6 million 
RMB/month

- Number of customers increase from 2 to 6

Human Resource

- Headcount reduced from 143 to 117 (-18%)
- Absenteeism reduced from 8.02 to 0.48% (-93%)
- Staff turnover rate reduced from 6 to 3.6% (-40%)
- Number of realized improvements by implemented 

suggestion system increased from 0 to 283.
- Total labor costs reduced from 210 to 168 TUSD/month

Ultimately, which improvements in performance 
did you achieve? 

Quality Management

- External generator customer failure occurrence 
frequency (six months rolling) reduced from 4,261 to 
0.

- External controller customer failure occurrence 
frequency reduced from 1,657 to 0.

- Internal failure occurrence frequency reduced from 
117,845 to 16,413 (-86%)

- Customer field returns reduced from 56 generators to 
0.

- Scrap rate reduced from 704,000 RMB/month to 
13,000 RMB/month (-97%)

- Company passed all 9001/18001/14001 audits at the 
first step.

Which new methods and processes did you
placed in?

1) For example, one of our challenges was the

FORECAST from customers, which wasn’t accurate. If

forecast too high, we had a cash backlog, and the

large investment in a slow mover would have resulted

in dead stock. If the forecast was too low, we lost

sales or the chance to capture the market.

Our Solution here was: DBM (Dynamic buffer

management) + R&R (Rapid replenishment).

2) The next challenge was the decision-making

process. The management of any organization has to

make, every day, important decisions that can and

will most often impact the organization as a whole.

For decision-making, we changed from traditional Cost 

Accounting, which focus on cost reduction, to throughput 

accounting, which primarily focuses on generating more 

throughput. 

3) A third challenge is how to use Rapid delivery capability

to expand market. It means, value needs to be created by

removing a significant limitation for the customer, in a way

that wasn’t possible before, and to the extent that no

significant competitor can deliver.

Here, we expand our constraint from one shift model to a 
three-shift model within few weeks and could expand our 
delivery capability over 300%, which allows our customers 
to place more orders and got it in time with zero defects. 
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Initial situation:

The IGM Business Transformation was commissioned by 

headquarters (HQ) in Germany for the production of metal, 

plastic, and ceramic parts for the chemical industry and 

environmental technology, which consisted of several 

parts. 

The IGM Business Transformation was responsible for 

moving the company to a new location. This one has 

already been decorated. Due to increased rental costs, 

additional orders needed to be generated. This applies to 

both the manufacturing sector and the trading company. 

In addition, purchasing costs need to be reduced, because 

the expectation is that total costs in China should be no 

more than a maximum of 60% when compared to the 

costs of the parent company in Germany and the 

subsidiary in the USA. 

In order to reduce customer complaints, quality control is 

to be introduced or expanded. 

A detailed business plan should be created to provide an 

overview and point out perspectives.

.

Solutions: How did the IGM approach the task? 
What were the challenges? 

Key Responsibilities for Business Development were 
followings:
❑ Leading regional sales in APAC, strategic development 

of Asia-Pacific, leadership for regional coordinating 
functions

❑ Profit & Loss Responsible of the overall operational 
success in APAC

❑ Relocation of factory within Kunshan; BSC and KPI 
installation, Cost Reduction at Supply Chain Kaizen/CIP, 
Suggestion system, TPS

❑ Ramp up of sales & marketing, business development 
and production efficiency

❑ Make or buy calculations, capacity planning; coaching & 
leading of staff, trouble shooting, Asaichi board, 
workflow

❑ Finance controlling, pre/post project cost calculations
❑ Root cause analysis, quality management & quality cost 

control
❑ Training & workshops with staff

2. General Manager for Business Development 

2018-2019 at German plant in China
The project in key words

❑ Initial situation
❑ What were the challenges?
❑ Which goals were achieved?
❑ What are the remaining challenges?

Topics: Business Development, Turn around, Transformation

Department: CEO

Industry of the customer: Chemical industry and 

environmental technology/Green Energy: plastic, metal and 

ceramic components (Tower Internals)

Tags: Sales| Business Plan |  Budget | Productivity | 

Purchasing | capacity planning | lease contract | 

Results: Which goals were achieved? 

Through installation of an own repair workshop, the 
throughput times could be further reduced, Spare parts 
management has been profitable. With higher revenues and 
lower expenses, profits have increased for both 
manufacturing and the trading company.

❑ Number of customers increase from 4 to 16 
❑ Total Sales volume increased from 0.935 Mio RMB/month 

to 1.382 Mio RMB/month (+49%)
❑ Operating profit increased at Production from 841000 

RMB to 2.15 Mio RMB (+156%)
❑ Net Taxable Income increased at Production from -

959000 RMB to -467000 RMB (+51%)
❑ Net Taxable Income increased at Trading from -283000 

RMB to 315000 RMB (+211%)

❑ SC costs (material + logistic) volume of Production 
reduced from 4.36 Mio RMB to 3.17 Mio RMB (-27%)

❑ SC costs (material + logistic) volume of Trading reduced 
from 6.24 Mio RMB to 5.92 Mio RMB (-5%)

❑ Cost reduction activities of Non-productive material at 
monthly average from -2.2% in 2018 to -2.3% so far in 
2019

❑ Cost reduction activities of BOM material at monthly 
average from – 1.9% in 2018 to -1.6% so far in 2019

❑ Absenteeism reduction from 12% to 2.1 % (-82.5%)
❑ Value of realized improvements increased from 0 to 1.2 

Mio. RMB (Asaichi board, Kaizen activities, suggestion 
system)

❑ Overtime hours reduced from 298h to 173h (-42%)
❑ Working hours increase from 3012h to 3470h (+15%)

❑ Customer failure rate Production reduction from 504000 
RMB defects to 0 (-2.8%)

❑ Customer failure rate Trading reduction from 33272ppm 
to 14484ppm. (-56%)

What are the remaining challenges? 

However, the Chinese subsidiary is not yet self-sustaining. 
Headquarters and the American subsidiary continue to shop 
in China in order to fully utilize the plant. 

To remain competitive despite the transportation costs to 
Europe and the USA, the profit margins for this Chinese plant 
have been set very low. 

A Chinese website and Chinese marketing are necessary to 
attract the countless Chinese chemical companies as 
customers. 
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Initial situation:

The Interim General Manager Business Transformation 

was commissioned by the headquarters of a US 

company for a restructuring mandate in Shanghai 

(China). The order originally consisted of two parts: The 

manager was to relocate the US company's branch to 

an area outside of Shanghai within six months to 

reduce costs. It was also necessary to bring the 

company back into the profit zone with the help of 

layoffs. But that was only the beginning. The manager 

took on numerous other tasks right from the start. 

The US company builds large electrical systems and 
machines according to customer specifications. As a 
result of the COVID-19 pandemic, the branch's markets 
outside of China have plummeted. But there were no 
more orders in China either. The company had its back 
against the wall. 

Found a new location for a branch at more 

favorable conditions 

In order to find a new location for the branch, the 
manager visited several new development zones 
(industrial zones) and buildings around Shanghai. After 
selecting a suitable location, he first negotiated prices 
and discounts with the local government. In the 
subsequent negotiations with the actual landlord, the 
manager was able to achieve a significant rent 
reduction for the following years.

3. Interim-General Manager: Restructuring of branch 
of US company for machinery in China 2020 

The project in key words

❑ Restructuring of branch of US company in 
China 

❑ Found a new location for a branch at more 
favorable conditions 

❑ Introduced Asaichi Board and Plant Tours for 
improvements in manufacturing 

❑ Short-term use to rescue a critical large order
❑ New unique selling proposition developed with 

VR and AR systems 
❑ The dismissal of the chief financial officer 

brings momentum and calm to the team 
❑ Acquired several large orders together with 

the new sales team 

Topic: Change & Transformation, Restructuring, Turn around

Department: CEO

Industry of the customer: Electrical Industry

Tags: location search | Sales | Lean Production/CIP| 

Restructuring | Change & Transformation

Short-term use to rescue a critical large order 

The headquarters had already set up a new organizational 
structure with new sales directors before the mandate. The 
old sales force of 10 had been sent to work from home on 
suspicion of fraud, but was not fired - hoping they would quit 
of their own accord to save on severance pay. But they didn't 
do that. They eventually had to be terminated with severance 
pay. 
During the transition phase, the sales team was weakened 
due to the loss of know-how. The first unscheduled task of 
the manager was therefore to support the sale and to 
renegotiate and successfully complete an order that had 
already been written off in spirit. In the course of the 
mandate, the manager also identified significant gaps in 
know-how, especially in sales. He then initiated an in-house 
training plan that transferred knowledge from engineering to 
the new sales team.

New unique selling proposition developed with VR 

and AR systems 

In order to better highlight the advantages of the machines 
for customers, the manager developed a new marketing 
campaign. He founded a "digital sales department". This new 
unit offers customers virtual reality and augmented reality 
systems (VR and AR systems) for training , repair and 
maintenance services. With this offer, the company can 
clearly set itself apart from its competitors. Additionally, 
these applications have been particularly valuable during the 
COVID-19 pandemic. They made it easier to set up and 
maintain machines overseas without employees traveling 
abroad – which was usually not possible during quarantine 
times.

The dismissal of the chief financial officer brings 
momentum and calm to the team 
Shortly after taking on the mandate, there was a dispute with 
the company's chief financial officer, who had opposed 
planned changes in the company. The headquarters 
supported the course of the manager by dismissing the head 
of finance. This signal gave impetus to the change projects –
and brought additional calm to the teams. 

Acquired several large orders together with the 
new sales team 
In the 6+1 months of the mandate, the manager was able to 
generate important large orders together with the new sales 
team, and the company picked up speed again. The 
employees' initial resistance to the company's restructuring 
turned into a supportive attitude.
❑ Number of customers increase from 3 to 8
❑ Aftermarket (4-9.2020): Total Sales volume increased 

from 3 Mio RMB/month to 20 Mio RMB/month (+650%)
❑ Liquid/Heating (4-9.2020): Total Sales volume increased 

from 0.74 Mio RMB/month to 12 Mio RMB/month 
(+1600%)

❑ Total profit growth (4-9.2020) of 1.2 Mio RMB (+60.3%)

Introduction of Asaichi Board and Plant 
Tours to improve manufacturing. 

In another sub-project, the manager improved 
qualifications in production. He initiated an Asaichi 
board and morning plant tours to visit, discuss, 
document problems on site, discuss solutions and 
implement them with deadlines. The starting point were 
complaints from customers who had complained about 
cleanliness and the workflow after the factory tour.
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Initial 8 critical situations:

The manager (IGM) was hired for a few months by a 
management consulting firm to Suzhou, which had 
received an order from a manufacturer of components for 
automobiles, medicine, and textiles in Germany. This 
supplier with a production plant in Suzhou is the market 
leader in its segment. The manager should bridge the gap 
between the old and the new general manager, and the 
business should continue to operate.

In the preliminary discussion, details of the current 
problems came to light.
1. There is a lack of critical positions in sales that must be 

found as quickly as possible so that sales figures will 
not collapse. If suppliers sell directly to the end-
customer, they bypass the company and its agent as 
dealers.

2. Furthermore, some customers from the textile sector 
complained about the poor quality of the components. 
They threaten to change to the competition if they 
continue to be ignored.

3. Machines must be purchased for new projects, but their 
delivery is way behind schedule. A specification for 
purchasing has not been drawn up. It is unclear how 
well the machines will perform.

4. The budget for the coming year should be approved, 
but the estimated expenses from China are considered 
too large and the staff cannot explain them.

5. Productivity in manufacturing is low as many third-
party operators work the night shift without 
supervision. In addition, the authorities switch off the 
electricity now and then without much warning.

6. Purchasing is not managed; costs of purchased parts 
are not reduced. There are no strategies, supplier 
visits, or evaluation of existing suppliers.

7. The improvement suggestion system was terminated 
years ago and not reintroduced. Furthermore, cost-
cutting solutions advised by consultants are not 
implemented.

8. The lease contract with the landlord will expire next 
year. The company is not prepared for this.

Solutions: How did the IGM approach the task? 
What were the challenges to get 8 solutions? 

4. Interim General Manager for Business Transformation 

2021 at German Plant in China
The project in key words

❑ Initial 8 critical situations
❑ What were the challenges to get 8 solutions?
❑ Key performance indicators Sales & Finance

Topics: Business Development, Business Transformation

Department: CEO

Industry of the customer: Supply industry Textile & 

Automotive 

Tags: Sales| Quality | Machines | Budget | Productivity | 

Purchasing | Suggestion system | lease contract | 

4. In several meetings with the HQ, the expenses for the 
necessary machines were explained. Obsolete, 
unproductive machines with a high need for spare parts 
and repairs must be replaced, and investments must be 
approved for the following year. However, the number of 
employees could be reduced overall.

5. A supervisor is hired for the night shift, and the KPIs for 
productivity, OEE, and quality in production were 
redefined. If necessary, a diesel generator can be rented 
so that the stoves do not cool down when the electricity is 
switched off, and the expensive contents become 
worthless.

6. A new purchasing manager is appointed and reports 
directly to the IGM. The IGM explains how purchasing 
costs can be saved in weekly coaching meetings. 
Homework is discussed, and new tasks are assigned. All 
suppliers will negotiate, and the results will be recorded. 
The first savings effects came after a short time. 
Existing suppliers are assessed based on quality, on-time 
delivery, cooperation, and cost, and a rating of good and 
bad suppliers is generated. The bad ones are terminated, 
and their purchasing volume is distributed to others. This 
makes the further potential for cost reduction.

7. The IGM asked a consultant to send a contract and 
invited him to an interview. The consultant explained the 
suggested improvements. These were discussed 
individually with the production manager; ideas were 
developed and implemented.
The improvement suggestion system was reintroduced, 
rewards were recalculated, the employees were informed 
in the regular town hall meetings, and the ideas of the 
award-winning employees were presented.

8. The IGM talked to the landlord. His purpose is to conclude 
a new leasing contract with the company and drastically 
increase rental prices. The manufacturing prices in China 
will therefore continue to rise. Relocation of production 
should be examined theoretically so that the price 
negotiations with the landlord are not unsuccessful in the 
next year.

Key Performance Indicators 

❑ Number of SPK customers increase from 6 to 11
❑ No customer increase in automotive and textile.
❑ Total Sales volume increased in 2021 from 152 Mio RMB 

to 196 Mio RMB/month (+30%)
❑ EBITA increased in 2021 from 33.5 to 64.5 Mio RMB  

(+92%)
❑ Total profit growth (4-9.2020) of 1.2 Mio RMB (+60.3%)

1. The key positions in sales were found through 
headhunters and online searches. The HQ decided 
after interviews. Meanwhile, the remaining salesmen 
have been told to take care of the customers of the 
absent salespeople. Suppliers who sell directly to the 
end customer were invited to discuss the matter. 
The end customer was also visited with the agent, 
and new orders were discussed.

2. After all customers had been written to and the new 
manager was introduced, the salesperson and the 
IGM visited the most vital customers. The agenda 
also includes solutions to the quality problems and 
new projects.

3. A specification was created retrospectively, and the 
project manager was sent to the supplier to discuss 
the technical details before delivery. The cycle time 
had to be improved.
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Initial critical situation:

The Executive Consultant (EC) was hired for two months 
directly of a SPANISH firm located in Suzhou. This 
company produces automotive parts and ship them to 
their customers, who delivers directly to OEMs. At plant 
tour and discussion with GM, details of the current 
problems came to light:

1. Sales price calculation shows, each single small part 
has very few or even no profit margin

2. Manufacturing and welding of a combination of larger 
assembly could be sold more expensive with better 
profit margin in negotiation, if they would know their 
customer manufacturing costs

3. Even sales have seen their customer`s plant, they have 
no skills to evaluate and calculate their process costs.

4. Purchased parts and price come from mother company 
and this price cannot be reduced or negotiated, to 
increase profit margin

5. This project is already far behind time schedule

Solutions: How did the EC approach the task? 
What were the challenges to get solutions? 

5. 2x Executive Consultancy for Business 

Transformation and Profit Growth 2022 in China 

The project in key words

❑ Initial critical situations
❑ What were the challenges to get solutions?
❑ Results

Topics: Business Development, Business Transformation

Department: CEO

Industry of the customer: Automotive 

Tags: Sales| Profit Margin | Machines | Process costs|

Results
❑ Assuming sales price to OEM will stay constant, 

customers profit margin is the same as before, clients 
profit margin can be increase to 15%. 

❑ Customer needs to be convinced to restructure their 
manufacturing process to share profit margin, e.g. 
7.5% +7.5%, to get a win-to-win situation

1. Due to tight time schedule, EC has no time to visit 
client customers. Therefore, he needs to assume 
the correct manufacturing process due to research 
and study in internet. 

2. If process was clear and accepted by client, he 
started to find proper machines and costs of each 
manufacturing and quality control step

3. EC negotiated technical specification and purchasing 
price with potential machine suppliers

4. Together with new inhouse heating, manufacturing 
and welding process costs, client fixed a new sales 
price policy.

5. Together with new sales price and calculated 
modified production costs of client´s customer, 
total costs were discussed and evaluated.

Initial critical situation:

The Executive Consultant (EC) was hired for one months 
from KORN consulting Shanghai to Shenyang. This 
CHINESE supplier produces automotive parts (electrical 
products) for local Chinese OEMs. At plant tour and 
discussion with the company owner, details of the current 
problems came to light:

1. Low profit margin from local customers due to high 
competition

2. Inefficient R&D, purchasing, and inhouse manufacturing 
lead to high costs

3. Currently no Western OEM as customers. Instead of 
improving, the Chinese company owner want to 
become supplier of BMW, Mercedes-Benz and 
Volkswagen

Solutions: How did the EC approach the task? 
What were the challenges to get solutions? 

The project in key words

❑ Initial critical situations
❑ What were the challenges to get solutions?
❑ Results

Topics: Business Development, VDA 6.3 audit

Department: CEO

Industry of the customer: Automotive 

Tags: Sales| Marketing| Overseas | Process Evaluation|

In the first step, the consultant agreed with the client on the 
following actions: 

• SWOT 
• Timetable for business preparation and initiation
• Business scope (product, technology) 
• Sales and marketing concept
• Business development concept for the international 

market

However, the following questions are still open:
• What is the expectation of the company and 

management team on marketing, future and 
timeline?

• Are the vision, mission and values in line with 
Western customer requirements?

• Do organizational strategy and structure, corporate 
social responsibility, and policies and procedures 
align with Western customer requirements?

Results
❑ The evaluation of the VDA6.3 audit shows that the 

minimum score has not been achieved in any 
category. So improvements need to be made 
everywhere. 

❑ Together with top management, an effective 
organizational structure is then developed for the 
future. 

❑ The requirements and regulations of Western 
customers are met only partially.
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6. Interim General Manager for Turnaround 2023-

2024 for US plant in South China

Topics: Turnaround, Business Restructuring

Industry of the customer: Automotive, Machinery, 

Computer

Tags: Business Development | Cost Reduction | Downsizing 

| Sales | Lean Production | KVP | Restructuring | 

Turnaround

Summary of the project
❑ This dramatic change was a battle against corruption 

and inefficient practices. The drastic measures taken by 
IGM not only brought transparency and control, but also 
laid the foundation for a more forward-looking and 
ethical corporate culture.

❑ This comprehensive change from production processes 
to organizational innovations illustrates the impressive 
change of course that IGM has initiated to make the 
company future-oriented and competitive.

❑ During the assignment of 6 months, he achieved the 
following results with his team and support from the US 
headquarters:

- Reduction of personnel by 40%
- Improvement of the operating result by 30%
- Significant cost savings in purchasing, through 

reorganization and introduction of an improvement 
suggestion system.

The project in brief:
❑ Initial critical situation

❑ Uphill Battle Amidst Company Turmoil 
❑ Unveiling Corporate Corruption and Averting 

Bankruptcy
❑ Combatting Corruption and Implementing New 

Policies
❑ Revolutionizing Production and Organizational 

Approach
❑ Production & Organizational Transformation
❑ Summary of the project

Initial critical situation:

A breathtaking turnaround mandate was given to the IGM 
Business Transformation by the parent company of a 
renowned US corporation. The goal? To return the 
subsidiary in Dongguan, South China, to profitability within 
one year. 
• A sudden change of course by the parent company 

forced a drastic change of strategy. The manager had to 
secure a cost-effective lease in record time and return 
the company to profitability within six months through 
restructuring and downsizing.

• The COVID-19 pandemic and a lack of motivation among 
the sales staff had led to drastic slumps in the markets 
both inside and outside China. 

• Incorrect calculations of manufacturing costs by the 
engineering and finance departments led to losses in 
customer sales, and the ERP system was blamed.

• Managers placed production orders with suppliers even 
though the company's own production capacity was 
underutilized. 

• The production flow got out of control as more was 
produced than was ordered. 

• In addition, a lack of supplier quality control and supplier 
management continually delayed deliveries to 
customers.

• The purchasing team was accepting parts prices that 
were far too high without negotiation, further impacting 
profitability. 

• The physical separation into two buildings created 
additional challenges, with some floors empty and 
underutilized, resulting in inefficient travel.

• In the engineering department, problematic relationships 
with suppliers and customers were uncovered.

• In sales, serious pricing problems and risky customer 
relationships were uncovered.

• The bottlenecks in production were obvious: long 
distances, cumbersome changeover times, inefficient 
milling speeds, and breaks that resulted in long 
downtimes. 

• In the area of quality, IGM identified serious deficiencies: 
ISO certificates were available, but there was no detailed 
description of processes, no internal audits, and no 
designated quality representative.

• In finance, the IGM identified inefficient paper-based 
processes that led to duplication and warehouse 
congestion when errors occurred.

Project Highlights

1. Uphill Battle Amidst Company Turmoil:
1. Unexpected changes by the parent company slashed 

the mission timeframe to just six months, compounded 
by overwhelming debt.

2. manager swiftly took charge, navigating the crisis with 
decisive actions.

2. Unveiling Corporate Corruption and Averting 
Bankruptcy:
1. Corruption allegations surfaced, prompting strategic 

dismissals after collaboration with headquarters.
2. Legal representative's refusal led to bank account 

blockages, narrowly averted by securing funds last-
minute.

3. Combatting Corruption and Implementing New 
Policies:
1. Manager introduced comprehensive training, KPIs, and 

cost-saving initiatives, focusing on transparency and 
innovation.

2. Restructured management ensured controlled 
processes, reduced costs, and fortified tech security.

4. Revolutionizing Production and Organizational 
Approach:
1. Lean manufacturing training and daily meetings 

spurred rapid improvements in production efficiency.
2. Quality management reforms, office space reductions, 

and streamlined processes further slashed costs.

5. Production & Organizational Transformation:
1. Under the IGM's direction, rigorous training in lean 

manufacturing and value stream mapping revamped 
operations. Daily meetings and plant tours identified 
shop floor issues, leading to notable enhancements. 
Resultantly, lead times and OEE significantly improved, 
enabling precise production planning for timely 
deliveries.

2. In Quality Management, extensive efforts preceded 
work handovers and the dismissal of unqualified staff. 

3. Cost-saving measures, including office space reduction 
and eliminating processes like automated painting, 
were actively pursued via negotiations. 

4. Additionally, the HR department thrived, establishing 
an in-house academy and addressing knowledge gaps 
in automation and engineering through trade show 
participation.
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How is he as a personality and how 

can you assess him without having 

met him personally? (based on 

scientifically recognized BANKcode test) 

People like him are primarily responsible, reliable and 
detail-oriented. He has a very high zest for life.

Individuals like him typically run highly profitable, 
competitive businesses by relying on proven systems, 
budgets and timelines. They usually lead with clearly 
defined goals and a plan to make big profits. 

He quickly identifies and responds to opportunities 
based on metrics and predictable outcomes. Since he 
generally adheres to guidelines and procedures, he 
relies on strategies that do not break the rules. 

His personality most influences the decision making of 
his potential clients as he is highly ethical, committed 
and well prepared. 

You can rely on him. Work is always done according to 
plan and specifications. He is responsible and detail 
oriented. You can entrust him with the planning of an 
event or a meeting without any problems. The 
implementation is guaranteed to be efficient and in line 
with expectations. He respects tradition and favors 
systems and methods that have been proven to work 
every time. Guys like him have high ethical standards 
and generally respect rules and authority, making them 
some of the most trustworthy people out there. 

In addition, he is not afraid to take risks. He is always 
looking for new ways to challenge the status quo. 

He also focuses on longer-term strategies and is a 
source of knowledge, which means he never stops 
learning new things. 

He enjoys bringing out the best in people and fostering 
a sense of community. Guys like him are diplomatic and 
harmonious, which makes them very good educators, 
motivators, mentors, and advisors. He is also warm, 
friendly, sincere. An individual you like to surround 
yourself with.

Personality profile and customers´ feedback4

He is empathetic, authentic, and potential-oriented. He 
is outgoing and love to empower people and coach 
them to always be their best. Guys like him like to 
bring out the best in others and foster a sense of 
community. They always seek out a deeper meaning in 
what they do and are looking for authentic 
connections.
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Die Geschäftsmodelle der 
Zukunft sind digital und 
bedingen mehr denn je eine 
starke Vernetzung mit einer 
starken Infrastruktur. 
Schnittstellen, Partner-
schaft, KI und Big Data sind 
dabei nur die technischen 
Aspekte. Die Hauptsache 
auch in einer digitalen Welt 
bleiben aber Mensch-
lichkeit, Kooperation und 
Verständnis. 
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Personality profile and customers´ feedback4

What are my customers saying?

Dear Karl,

It is also my pleasure to give comments on your performance 
and service as IGM Business Transformation since we have 
worked together successfully. The extensive knowledge base 
and management experience allows you to be comfortable with 
a wide variety of daily issues. Based on these circumstances that 
the local performance during that period met the 
expectations/budget, including the order intake, operating 
income, profit and etc.

I believe that with your ability to understand both European 
culture and local Chinese conditions, you are to be a good bridge 
between Western companies and local China market. Additions 
with my regards, I hope and thank you for continuing to share 
your knowledge and contribute in China.

BR,
Samuel Liu
Sales Director

Dear Karlheinz,

thank you for your fast respond regarding organizing 
temporary helpers for my warehouse. 
Mr. Xia came right the next day and brought 5 young man 
along, as requested, due to the heavy boxes they would have 
to carry. One of them started right the next day. 
Since I needed two, Mr. Xia came the next day again with two 
and one stayed. We were going to take over one of the man, 
but he himself decided not to stay. 
Again, thanks for your prompt actions! 

Greetings, 
Alexandra Fong | Managing Director

Dear Karl,

I am very happy to cooperate with you since last year, and I 
need thank you to provide more opportunity to me.
Actually, you give me more your understanding and supporting 
during projects cooperation, let me feel very warm. So, I hope 
we can have more deeper and extensive cooperation in future.

Look forward to our cooperation.

Best Regards
James Lu
manager

Karlheinz has an exceptional sense of responsibility that 
extends beyond what he must do independently. He also has 
specialized knowledge, brought convincing work results. 
Furthermore, due to his experience he is creative, flexible and 
quick in decision-making at all technical and commercial 
fields. He has a very high commitment to his job. He has 
always finished his tasks on time and good quality. His 
negotiation skills were outstanding. His behavior in his 
interactions with customers, suppliers, superiors and 
colleagues was always perfect. 
I recommend him for a new position, again as an Executive 
Consultant. I should also mention that the recipient is 
welcome to contact me for further information regarding this 
employee. We thank him for his distinguished performance 
and wish him the best for his future.

Andreas Stecken, Vice President Business Unit Asia
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Personality profile and customers´ feedback4

What are my other customers saying?

Karlheinz has a growth mindset and is always looking for 
ways to learn and grow - an essential attitude in today's fast 
changing business world. He has deep industry knowledge 
and is invited regularly to appear as an expert at industry 
and business events. 

Warwick John Fahy
warwick@warwickjohnfahy.com
linkedin.com/in/warwickjohnfahy

mailto:warwick@warwickjohnfahy.com
https://www.linkedin.com/in/warwickjohnfahy
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Personality profile and customers´ feedback4

What are my other customers saying?
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What is he passionate about? 

He has a passion for teamwork and business 
development and organizational building. See his 
achieved successes in his project reports (on request). 

He burns for the calculated ROI. Its value to its 
customers is based on its uniqueness over its 
competitors, its financial advantages, its favorable price 
(on request) and its dedicated service. 

He burns to help other people become successful and 
meet their personal goals. His trust in other people is 
restored, these people also trust him. 

He burns for continuous learning. He invests daily in 
further training and invests this valuable time for his 
customers. 

Why do his customers think he's great? 

His teams recognize the goals and vision of the 
company. His employees join in and bring new impetus 
to the team. People are motivated and do great work. 
See customer feedback. 

For example, he became general manager in Tianjin at 
an Italian company. There, with the help of his team, he 
managed to achieve a large increase in profits and 
significant cost reductions within a few years. He's 
really proud of it. 

He then used this experience in motivating Chinese 
people at other companies where he was employed as a 
GM or worked as a consultant. With great success, 
because it kindles the customer's fire. See his achieved 
successes in his project reports. 

What does his private life have to do with 

your business? 

Thanks to feedback from his Chinese wife, he knows 
what Chinese women look for in business: shoes, socks, 
shirts. Everything has to fit if he wants to score points 
in sales or projects. Even in the home office, he is 
styled in a business-like manner, which motivates him 
and his customers. 

As a result, he is very close to Chinese culture, its 
customs, politics and the way of thinking of Chinese 
managers and decision-makers, which is of great 
benefit to his customers and their employees: He can 
put himself in their position and way of thinking and 
communicate interculturally, both in business and in 
private life.

He is that, too: 

He doesn't let take the morning or evening daily jog 
through the residential complex in Suzhou away from 
him. Even with fit employees, he climbs mountains, 
plays table tennis or joins other running teams. 

In 1993, he first traveled alone to China after learning 
Chinese in Germany at the University of Bochum and 
VHS in Frankfurt and Mainz, as well as at a private 
school in Beijing. Through "learning by doing", daily 
practice makes perfect. He does what he asks of 
others.

Personality profile and customers´ feedback4
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Publications, technical articles and memberships5
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Publications of articles and videos5
Published articles in Xing (E/D): 

1. This first electric vehicle of the world is awesome! 
(2021)

2. Winter Time in Shanghai with cold shower at home or in 
office, what to do? Go to a bathhouse. (2022)

3. Discover five of the best Sustainability Groups and 
Resources in Shanghai (2022)

4. Teil 1-4: Wie optimiere ich meine Ausgaben und 
motiviere meine Mitarbeiter in der chinesischen 
Niederlassung innerhalb von 6 Monaten, um zurück in 
die Gewinnzone zu kommen? (2022)

5. Are you successful in your business? How you can reach 
your goals? (2022)

6. What are the tax and legal challenges for German 
companies when working in China? (2022)

7. IT security in the Chinese home office (2022) 
1. Your client demands that no sensitive data and 

information may go outside. What do you think? 
2. HQ demands that the German General Manager is 

responsible for data security. What do you think? 
3. Then we come to the important point of data loss and 

data theft. Everyone at HQ is afraid of it, especially 
in faraway China. How do you go about this?

8. Wie ist die Wirklichkeit in den chinesisch-deutschen 
Unternehmen in China? (2022)

9. Focus Business Development of Industry in India. Article 
series no. 1. Key Requirements for Business 
Transformation Directors in India. (2022)

10. Wie gelingt die LCD-Fertigung in China? (2022)
11. Wie können deutsche KMU in China aktiv werden? 

(2022)
12. GREEN TECH FOR CHINA! (5.1.2023)
13. Asien´s Ausblick für 2023 (8.1.2023)
14. "Management in China" ist nun erschienen. DC Experte 

Karlheinz Zuerl gibt Hunderte von Tipps (25.2.2023)
15. China: Lieferantenkette und die Produktion müssen jetzt 

angepasst werden! (25.2.2023)
16. "Management in China" ist nun erschienen. DC Experte 

Karlheinz Zuerl gibt Hunderte von Tipps  (25.2.2023)
17. Der Moment auf den alle meine Freunde und 

Geschäftspartner gewartet haben, (18.6.2023)
18. Be active! The most important investment and the best 

Asset (19.9.2023)
19. Key Challenges for Industrial Companies in Vietnam 

(3.10.2023)
20. EU sollte sich am ASEAN-Plan für Innovation ein Beispiel 

nehmen (29.11.2023)
21. KI hält massiv Einzug in China (29.11.2023)
22. Weltweite LCD-, LED und OLED-Nachfrage ohne China 

nicht erfüllbar. China-Experte Karlheinz Zuerl gibt 
Praxistipps für gute Geschäfte in China (29.11.2023)

23. VETTE Welcomes You to Visit The 11th Shanghai CIME 
2023 (30.11.2023)

24. Der Ausblick 2024 für Ihr China-Geschäft (1)
"Wenn dich niemand als Feind betrachtet, bist du nicht 
gut. Spricht niemand hinter deinem Rücken schlecht 
über dich, bist du nicht gut genug." Verstehen Sie das? 
(28.12.2023)

25. Der Ausblick 2024 für Ihr China-Geschäft (2)
Vorteile der Geschäftstätigkeit in China (31.12.2023)

26. Der Ausblick 2024 für Ihr China-Geschäft (3)
7 Nachteile der Geschäftstätigkeit in China (14.01.2024)
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Published videos in Youtube (E/D): 

Automotive Interim Management China Asia

1. Do you want to go ahead in China and Asia? 
(2022)

2. Die außergewöhnlich erfolgreichen Resultate 
des Transformationsmanagers Karlheinz Zuerl 
in Asien (2022)

3. Profitable Company Restructuring: Do you 
want to go ahead in China and Asia-Pacific? 
(2022)

4. HR – Personalwesen in Krisenzeiten_Teil 1-4, 
manager berichten aus der Praxis (2023)

5. GTEC Finance Online Course for Managers in 
Industry (2023)

6. Sie wollen in China/ APAC vorankommen? 
GTEC Profitable Unternehmensentwicklung 
und –umstrukturierung (2023)

GTEC Profit Growth Academy
1. GTEC Profit Growth Academy Supplier Process 

Evaluation DUSA Suzhou 2013 (2014)
2. GTEC Profit Growth Academy Aluminium Die 

Casting (2014)
3. Interculture Experience Hongkong - Vol.1- 5  

(2017)
4. Interculture Expérience Mauritius - Vol. 1-3 

(2017) 
5. GTEC Profit Growth manager& COO Karlheinz 

Zuerl for Asia, Introduction in Chinese. Part1 
to 5 (2020)

6. CNC-manufacturing of precision mechanical 
parts in China, Jiangsu Province. GTEC 
ensures Q, C, OTD (2022)

7. Penthouses, Apartments and Luxury Villas at 
Costa Del Sol (Spain), directly at 
Mediterranean Sea (2022)

GTEC Profit Growth Investments and Office Rental

1. GTEC Academy Shanghai Apartment & Office 
Rental, GTEC Profit Growth Shanghai 
Apartment & Office Rental (2014, 2021)

2. Booming China Suzhou North - Investment in 
apartment and office rental (2021)

3. Quiet and peaceful Taihu lake for vacation and 
retirement (2021)

4. GTEC Profit Growth Suzhou City Plaza Office 
and Apartment for Rental (2020), Suzhou City 
Plaza Office and Apartment for Rental (2021)

5. I enthusiastically introduce you to my 
favourite business opportunity. It is still a 
secret. Be fast! (2022)

6. Ascira Academy: Immediately and direct 
advantages for company owners and 
entrepreneurs (2022)

7. At COSTA DEL SOL is a paradise on earth. The 
opportunity to own a property for less than 
200,000EUR.(2022)

https://www.xing.com/discover/detail-activities/6731098571.0b0c7a?trackingTokens=disco.module.me-feed%3Ac62fc6a8ab0511ee891502aba5d1da06%3A3.6731098571.activities_activity&sc_o=discover_stream_object_content_click&sc_o_PropActionOrigin=discover_mefeed_DiscoMeFeedModule
https://www.xing.com/discover/detail-activities/6731098571.0b0c7a?trackingTokens=disco.module.me-feed%3Ac62fc6a8ab0511ee891502aba5d1da06%3A3.6731098571.activities_activity&sc_o=discover_stream_object_content_click&sc_o_PropActionOrigin=discover_mefeed_DiscoMeFeedModule
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Publications of articles in LinkedIn5
Puplished articles & documents in Linkedin: 

IT: 
• Is Blockchain technology ready and beneficial for 

production? (2018)
• Solutions for German companies in China - IT security 

in the home office, tax, law. (2022)
• Are you interested in an Assisted Remote solution for 

your projects between China and 
Germany? (Document, 2022)

• Training: Digital Shop Floor Management in Suzhou at 
March 17, 2023 (2.3.2023)

M&A:
• M&A opportunity: modern German CNC multi-bending 

machine manufacturer on sale (2018)
Green Technology
• Green Tech for China! (2019)
Asia/China Sourcing, Supply Chain, Production
• Purchase of die & moulds in Low Cost Country (LCC) 

China (2019)
• Where does the enormous price differences from Asian 

to German toolmakers come from? (2019)
• Manufacturing in China: Smart factories everywhere 

or still extended workbenches?(2020)
• Does buying die & moulds in China have high cost 

advantages? Does it have high risks as well, which are 
often underestimated? (2021)

• CNC-manufacturing of precision mechanical parts in 
China, Jiangsu Province. GTEC ensures Q, C, OTD 
(2022)

• How does LCD production succeed in China? Join and 
follow up our interesting new series! (2022)

• Importing from China: Stay away from the 7 Deadly 
Sins (Document, 9.9.2023)

• A Crucial Step in China Sourcing: Expert Tips for 
Successful Pre-Shipment Inspections (PSI) (Article, 
15.9.2023)

• An exciting SWOT adventure in China Sourcing 
(Document, 24.9.2023)

• Why Mastering China Sourcing Agents Could Save You 
Big Bucks (Document, 28.9.2023)

• How to Make More Money with China Sourcing 
(Document, 10.10.2023)

• A Winning Advantage: ESG and Sourcing Success 
(Document, 16.10.2023)

• Emerging Trends in China Sourcing: What You Need 
to Know (Article, 24.10.2023)

• China's Supply Chain Digitization: A Blueprint for the 
Future (Document, 2.11.2023)

• 10 China Sourcing Words Every Business Need to 
Know (Document, 11.11.2023)

• Top Product Categories for Sourcing from China 
(Document, 17.11.2023)

• Behind Schedule? 3 Tips for Beating the Clock in 
China Deliveries (Document, 24.11.2023)

• EU Carbon Border Adjustment Mechanism: What It 
Means for Business in China (Article, 7.12.2023)

• Top priorities European online shoppers (Document, 
16.12.2023)

Finance
• How to improve Profitability at Manufacturing Process? 

Insiders are reporting their Secrets. Follow our new 
series for your profit growth. Chapter 1 (23.1.2023)

Marketing
• Awarded Top managers in 2022 for your progress in 

companies worldwide (2022)
• Are you ready to get ahead in your industry? GTEC is 

ready to help you. (6.5.2023)
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HR
• What question do you need to ask to select the 

right candidates? (2020)
• HR Challenges Faced by Industrial Companies in 

Vietnam (Document, 6.5.2023)
Management/Economy
• How to tackle next recessions? (2020)
• The big Impact of Small Changes (2020)
• Never Give Up on Your Dreams (2022)
Psychology/Personality
• Four Reasons Why People Lose Out on Their Life 

(2022)
• Part 1-4: How do I optimize my expenses and 

motivate my employees in the Chinese branch to 
get back into the profit zone within 6 months? 
(2022)

• Are you successful in your business? How you 
can reach your goals? (2022)

• Do you want to maximize your potentials? (2022)
Purchasing
• How to calculate the true costs of your ADC part? 

GTEC can do this work for you! (2022)
• How to stay ahead in competition in plastic 

injection business? Is your purchasing 
department prepared? (2022)

Quality Management
• How to improve Quality at Manufacturing 

Process? Insiders are reporting their Secrets. 
Follow our new series for your profit growth. 
Chapter 1-7. (2022)

Vietnam Market
• In Vietnam, ESG links directly to value creation. 

Edition 1 (2022)
• Focus on doing business in Vietnam 1) Real 

estate market 2) Property market predictions in 
2023 (Document, 2022)

• Key Challenges for Industrial Companies in 
Vietnam (Document, 16.5.2023)

India Market
• Focus India: 1) Key requirements for Business 

Transformation Directors 2) Price hike of labours 
impacting employers in India 3) Booming market 
for Industry 4.0 4) How 3D Printing is changing 
the manufacturing sector in India? (Document, 
2022/2023)

Malaysia Market
• What are the Alternatives of doing Business 

outside of China and stay in Asia? Malaysia 
(1.5.2023)
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Publications of articles and memberships5
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Published articles in Press & Media 2023: 

https://www.diplomatic-
council.org/thought-leadership

1. Industry Business in Vietnam 
China+1 Strategy: Focus on 
Business Development in 
Vietnam Status of Automation in 
the Industry (2023)

2. Vietnam Supply Chain: Insights 
into Current Challenges (2023)

https://www.diplomatic-
council.org/news

www.euromarcom.de

1. "Familienwirtschaft ist Usus in 
China" "Methoden, die in Europa 
als kriminell gelten, sind in der 
Volksrepublik üblich." (coverstory 
ASIA BRíDGE, 9/2023)

2. KI hält massiv Einzug in China 
(page 67 at "Konstruktion" 
magazine, 10/2023)

3. Experte: EU sollte sich am ASEAN-
Plan für Innovation ein Beispiel 
nehmen (11/2023)

4. GTEC erweitert Executive- und 
Interim-Team (12/2023)

Newsroom: Stories – PresseBox

1. Weltweite LCD-, LED und OLED-
Nachfrage ohne China nicht 
erfüllbar (3.2023)

2. Karlheinz ZUERL’s new Chinese 
Partner in Interim Management 
(4.2023)

3. CIMT 2023 - China International 
Machine Tool Show. Start: 
10/04/2023, end: 15/04/2023 
(4.2023)

4. Eine Kostenkalkulation für den 
Messebesuch der CIMT in Beijing 
spaßig erzählt (4.2023)

5. Unleashing the Power of 
Turnaround in Asia (5.2023)

6. HR unterstützt die 
Unternehmenstransformation in 
Asien durch Künstliche 
Intelligenz und Automation 
(7.2023)

7. Asien-Experte: 
Familienwirtschaft ist Usus in 
China (9.2023)

8. Asien-Experte: KI hält massiv 
Einzug in China (10.2023)

9. Experte: EU sollte sich am 
ASEAN-Plan für Innovation ein 
Beispiel nehmen (11.2023)

DDIM (https://ddim.de)

1. Karlheinz Zuerl got a new 
Chinese Partner in Interim 
Management (6.1.2023)

2. Weltweite LCD-, LED und OLED-
Nachfrage ohne China nicht 
erfüllbar (8.5.2023)

3. Asien-Experte: 
Familienwirtschaft ist Usus in 
China  (30.10.2023)

4. Asien-Experte: KI hält massiv 
Einzug in China (5.12.2023)
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Publications of articles and memberships5

• Member of BME, - Federal Association of 
materials management, purchasing and 
logistics eV.

• Member of DDmanager– Umbrella 
organization German 
IntermanagerManagement e.V.

• Member of EE (Exclusive Executive) Club 
China

• Member of United Intermanager(Schweiz)

Memberships:
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• Member of GCC (German Chamber of 
Commerce AHK, Shanghai)

• Member of Rotary Club International
• Co-Founder of a new start-up digital 

online platform ASCIRA
• Member of Diplomatic Council Think Tank 

(UN)
• Practitioner Member of ATTA (Asia 

Turnaround and Transformation 
Association)

Published articles in Press & Media 2024: 

https://www.diplomatic-
council.org/thought-leadership

1. China überholt bei sauberer
Energie (4.2.2024)

https://www.diplomatic-
council.org/news

www.euromarcom.de

1. Asien-Experte: Fertigung in 
Vietnam steht 2024 vor 
Herausforderungen (1/2024)

2. ASIEN-EXPERTE: CHINA 
ÜBERHOLT EU BEI SAUBERER 
ENERGIE (2/2024)

• Asien-Experte: China überholt EU bei 

sauberer Energie - it-it-prof.de

• Asien-Experte: China überholt EU bei 

sauberer Energie – MyNewsChannel

• Asien-Experte: China überholt EU bei 

sauberer Energie - Deutscher Presseindex

Newsroom: Stories – PresseBox

1. Asien-Experte: Fertigung in 
Vietnam steht 2024 vor 
Herausforderungen (1/2024)

2. ASIEN-EXPERTE: CHINA 
ÜBERHOLT EU BEI SAUBERER 
ENERGIE (2/2024)

3. Chinas EV-Industrie bricht 
zusammen! (Teil 1 (6.2.2024)

4. Chinas EV-Industrie bricht 
zusammen! (Teil 2 (6.2.2024)

5. Chinas EV-Industrie bricht 
zusammen! (Teil 3 (6.2.2024)

8. Der Ausblick 2024 für Ihr China-
Geschäft (1)
"Wenn dich niemand als Feind 
betrachtet, bist du nicht gut. Spricht 
niemand hinter deinem Rücken 
schlecht über dich, bist du nicht gut 
genug." Verstehen Sie das? 
(28.12.2023)

9. Der Ausblick 2024 für Ihr China-
Geschäft (2)
Vorteile der Geschäftstätigkeit in 
China (31.12.2023)

10. Der Ausblick 2024 für Ihr China-
Geschäft (3)
7 Nachteile der Geschäftstätigkeit in 
China (14.01.2024)

DDIM (https://ddim.de)

1. Chinas EV-Industrie bricht 
zusammen! (Teil 1 (6.2.2024)

2. Chinas EV-Industrie bricht 
zusammen! (Teil 2 (13.2.2024)

3. Chinas EV-Industrie bricht 
zusammen! (Teil 3 (20.2.2024)

https://www.xing.com/pages/ddim-dachgesellschaftdeutschesinterimmanagemente-v
https://www.xing.com/pages/ddim-dachgesellschaftdeutschesinterimmanagemente-v
https://www.xing.com/pages/ddim-dachgesellschaftdeutschesinterimmanagemente-v
https://www.it-it-prof.de/2024/01/30/asien-experte-china-ueberholt-eu-bei-sauberer-energie/
https://www.it-it-prof.de/2024/01/30/asien-experte-china-ueberholt-eu-bei-sauberer-energie/
https://www.mynewschannel.net/2024/01/asien-experte-china-ueberholt-eu-bei-sauberer-energie/
https://www.mynewschannel.net/2024/01/asien-experte-china-ueberholt-eu-bei-sauberer-energie/
https://www.deutscherpresseindex.de/2024/01/30/asien-experte-china-ueberholt-eu-bei-sauberer-energie/
https://www.deutscherpresseindex.de/2024/01/30/asien-experte-china-ueberholt-eu-bei-sauberer-energie/
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Publications of Articles and Case Studies5

Puplished articles at 

United Interim: 

28

9.7.2022
Was sind die steuerlichen und rechtlichen 
Herausforderungen beim Arbeiten in 
China für deutsche Firmen?

30.7.2022
Thema: IT Sicherheit im chinesischen 
Homeoffice

20.8.2022
What are the Alternatives of doing 
Business outside of China and stay in 
Asia? Malaysia

13.10.2022
What are the Alternatives of doing 
Business outside of China? VIETNAM

1.11.2022
Low Cost Country Sourcing: VIETNAM

29.12.2022
Asien´s Ausblick für 2023

2.4.2023
Praxistipps: Weltweite LCD-, LED- und 
OLED-Nachfrage ohne China nicht 
erfüllbar!

12.12.2023
Der Ausblick 2024 für Ihr China-Geschäft 
(1)

19.12.2023
Der Ausblick 2024 für Ihr China-Geschäft 
(2)

7.1.2024
Der Ausblick 2024 für Ihr China-Geschäft 
(3)

27.1.2024
Case Study 1:Turnaround in 
Südchina (D/United Interim)

27.1.2024
Case Study 2:Turnaround in 
Südchina (D/United Interim)

27.1.2024
Case Study 3:Turnaround in 
Südchina (D/United Interim)

27.1.2024
Case Study 4:Turnaround in 
Südchina (D/United Interim)

27.1.2024
Case Study 5:Turnaround in 
Südchina (D/United Interim)

27.1.2024
Case Study 6:Turnaround in 
Südchina (D/United Interim)
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PRESS RELEASES5

Press Releases (Selected Screenshots) 2023
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PRESS RELEASES5

Press Releases (Selected Screenshots) 2024
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D: 

https://www.diplomatic-

council.org/de/node/1248

E: 

https://www.diplomatic-

council.org/node/1248

https://www.diplomatic-council.org/de/node/1248
https://www.diplomatic-council.org/de/node/1248
https://www.diplomatic-council.org/de/node/1248
https://www.diplomatic-council.org/node/1248
https://www.diplomatic-council.org/node/1248
https://www.diplomatic-council.org/node/1248
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Press Releases (Selected Screenshots) 2023-2024
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https://www.mynewschannel.net/?s=ZUERL

Firma GTEC German Technology and Engineering 

Cooperation, Autor bei MyNewsChannel

https://www.mynewschannel.net/?s=ZUERL
https://www.mynewschannel.net/author/firma_gtecgermantechnologyandengineeringcooperatio/
https://www.mynewschannel.net/author/firma_gtecgermantechnologyandengineeringcooperatio/
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Firma GTEC German Technology and 

Engineering Cooperation, Autor bei

Deutscher Presseindex

https://www.deutscherpresseindex.de/author/firma_gtecgermantechnologyandengineeringcooperatio/
https://www.deutscherpresseindex.de/author/firma_gtecgermantechnologyandengineeringcooperatio/
https://www.deutscherpresseindex.de/author/firma_gtecgermantechnologyandengineeringcooperatio/
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Firma GTEC German Technology and 

Engineering Cooperation, Autor bei

Deutscher Presseindex

https://www.deutscherpresseindex.de/author/firma_gtecgermantechnologyandengineeringcooperatio/
https://www.deutscherpresseindex.de/author/firma_gtecgermantechnologyandengineeringcooperatio/
https://www.deutscherpresseindex.de/author/firma_gtecgermantechnologyandengineeringcooperatio/
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GTEC German Technology and Engineering Cooperation (firmenpresse.de)

https://www.it-it-prof.de/?s=ZUERL

https://www.firmenpresse.de/verzeichnis/gtec-german-technology-and-engineering-cooperation.html
https://www.it-it-prof.de/?s=ZUERL
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Karlheinz ZUERL 
GTEC (German Technology & Engineering 
Cooperation)
96277 Schneckenlohe 
Germany
Telefon: +49 9266-6448

Why we are the Best of our Class?6 Contacts Germany / China

Karlheinz ZUERL 
Xiangcheng District 
215131 Suzhou 
China
Telefon: +86 13482438080
Email: contact@gtec.asia
Internet: www.gtec.asia

Author of the bestsellers (China/Asia related):

1. Human Ressources: Personalwesen in Krisenzeiten 

(publisher Diplomatic Council, German edition)

2. Management in China: Leitfaden zur praktischen, 

interkulturellen Umsetzung (publisher Diplomatic Council, 

German edition)

3. Successful IntermanagerManagement Project Reports and their 

Results (Kindle Edition, publisher GTEC, German Edition)

4. Effective Cost Cutting in Asia (publisher Springer, English

Edition)

5. One Who Moved Out to Get Rich: Volume 1: "The Empress 

of Suzhou" (Kindle Edition, publisher GTEC, English Edition)

6. Series "Successful in China" 2: China Business - die 50 

besten Marktlücken (Kindle Edition, publisher GTEC, German 

Edition)

7. Series "Successful in China" 1: China Business - aktuell und 

kompakt (Komprimiertes Wissen für China-Reisende, 

publisher GTEC, German Edition) 

8. Erfolgreich in China: Ein Reisebuch für Manager (publisher 

Springer, German Edition)

9. Wirtschaftshandbuch China (Lehr- und Handbücher zu 

Sprachen und Kulturen) (publisher Oldenbourg, German 

edition)

Linkedin: 
1) http://www.linkedin.com/company/gtec-german-

technology-&-engineering-cooperation-
?trk=top_nav_home

2) https://www.linkedin.com/in/karlheinz-zuerl-
04859b2b/detail/recent-activity/posts/

XING:
1) https://www.xing.com/profile/Karlheinz_Zuerl2/cv
2) https://coaches.xing.com/profile/Karlheinz_Zuerl2

YOUTUBE:
1) https://www.youtube.com/@automotiveinterimmana

gemen8793
2) https://www.youtube.com/@gtecprofitgrowthinvest

ment3641
3) https://www.youtube.com/@gtecprofitgrowthacade

my1492

https://www.amazon.de/Management-China-Leitfaden-praktischen-interkulturellen-ebook/dp/B0BWS5HYQG/ref=sr_1_2?__mk_de_DE=%C3%85M%C3%85%C5%BD%C3%95%C3%91&crid=19U2KUNCOQNAI&keywords=karlheinz+zuerl&qid=1683437321&sprefix=karlheinz+zuerl%2Caps%2C463&sr=8-2
https://www.amazon.de/Management-China-Leitfaden-praktischen-interkulturellen-ebook/dp/B0BWS5HYQG/ref=sr_1_2?__mk_de_DE=%C3%85M%C3%85%C5%BD%C3%95%C3%91&crid=19U2KUNCOQNAI&keywords=karlheinz+zuerl&qid=1683437321&sprefix=karlheinz+zuerl%2Caps%2C463&sr=8-2
https://www.amazon.de/Management-China-Leitfaden-praktischen-interkulturellen-ebook/dp/B0BWS5HYQG/ref=sr_1_2?__mk_de_DE=%C3%85M%C3%85%C5%BD%C3%95%C3%91&crid=19U2KUNCOQNAI&keywords=karlheinz+zuerl&qid=1683437321&sprefix=karlheinz+zuerl%2Caps%2C463&sr=8-2
https://www.gtec-shop.de/produkt/successful-interim-management-project-reports-and-their-results/
https://www.gtec-shop.de/produkt/successful-interim-management-project-reports-and-their-results/
https://www.springer.com/cn/book/9783030827816
https://www.amazon.com/One-Who-Moved-Out-Rich-ebook/dp/B083R5L1Z5
https://www.amazon.com/One-Who-Moved-Out-Rich-ebook/dp/B083R5L1Z5
http://www.amazon.com/dp/B00LUZLAGC/ref=rdr_kindle_ext_tmb
http://www.amazon.com/dp/B00LUZLAGC/ref=rdr_kindle_ext_tmb
http://www.amazon.com/dp/B00I124K6Y
http://www.amazon.com/dp/B00I124K6Y
https://www.amazon.com/Erfolgreich-China-Reisebuch-Manager-German/dp/3540658785
ttps://www.amazon.de/Wirtschaftshandbuch-China-Handbücher-Sprachen-Kulturen/dp/3486254731/ref=sr_1_10?__mk_de_DE=ÅMÅŽÕÑ&crid=19U2KUNCOQNAI&keywords=karlheinz+zuerl&qid=1683437150&sprefix=karlheinz+zuerl%2Caps%2C463&sr=8-10
ttps://www.amazon.de/Wirtschaftshandbuch-China-Handbücher-Sprachen-Kulturen/dp/3486254731/ref=sr_1_10?__mk_de_DE=ÅMÅŽÕÑ&crid=19U2KUNCOQNAI&keywords=karlheinz+zuerl&qid=1683437150&sprefix=karlheinz+zuerl%2Caps%2C463&sr=8-10
http://www.linkedin.com/company/gtec-german-technology-&-engineering-cooperation-?trk=top_nav_home
http://www.linkedin.com/company/gtec-german-technology-&-engineering-cooperation-?trk=top_nav_home
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